
Anabolic steroids will make the
sprinter's muscles bigger so they will be
fast and powerful. They might win more
races.

Beta Blockers slow down heart rate.

Stimulants are also a PED that might be
used by the sprinter.

Performance Enhancing Drugs - Example Answer 1
Performance Enhancing Drugs
Anabolic Steroids, Beta Blockers and Stimulants are all
Performance Enhancing Drugs. Evaluate whether a
100m sprinter may consider taking each of these PEDs.
(9 marks)

A01 = 3,   A02 = 3,   A03 = 3

One A01 mark and one A02 mark can
be awarded here. The pupil has
described anabolic steroids and has
(just about!) explained the impact that
they will have on the sprinter. More
detail should be added and they should
also evaluate the arguments
for/against taking this PED

One A01 mark can be awarded here
as the pupil has described what
Beta blockers do. They need to
explain the effect that this PED will
have on the sprinter's performance
and also evaluate the arguments
for/against taking this PED

Marks Awarded = 3/9

Overview

No  marks can be awarded here.
The pupil has mentioned stimulants
but has not given any information
about what this PED does.

The pupil has shown some structure to their answer by using three separate
paragraphs. This has helped them to gain 3 marks. They have described two
PEDs, one of which was briefly explained. More detail is required and they
also need to give some evaluation regarding the pros and cons of taking PEDs.



Performance Enhancing Drugs - Example Answer 2
Performance Enhancing Drugs
Anabolic Steroids, Beta Blockers and Stimulants are all
Performance Enhancing Drugs. Evaluate whether a
100m sprinter may consider taking each of these PEDs.
(9 marks)

A01 = 3,   A02 = 3,   A03 = 3

One A01 mark and one A02 mark
can be awarded here as the pupil
has described what Beta blockers do
and the impact that they will have
on the sprinters performance.
However, they also need to
evaluate the arguments for/against
taking this PED

Marks Awarded = 6/9

Overview

One  A01 mark can be awarded
here. The pupil has described
stimulants but has not given any
explanation in terms of the impact
that they will have on the sprinter's
performance.

Anabolic steroids improve muscle
strength/mass. Increased muscle strength
will lead to increased power and speed
which will give a 100m sprinter a greater
chance of winning a race/event. Steroids
can increase the performer’s chance of
winning and this can lead to greater fame
and fortune e.g., prize money/sponsorship
opportunities in the future. 

Beta Blockers slow down heart rate
Slowing down the heart rate will make
the sprinter feel calmer, but this will have
a negative effect on their reaction time at
the start of the race. 

Stimulants increase heart rate/alertness
which will also increase performance.

One A01 mark, one A02 mark
and one A03 mark can be
awarded here. The pupil has
described anabolic steroids,
explained the impact that they
will have on a sprinter and given
an advantage of taking this PED

The pupil has structured their answer very well and the first paragraph is
excellent. Paragraph two and three require further detail and should also
include some evaluation in order to access the A03 marks.



Anabolic steroids improve muscle strength/mass.
Increased muscle strength will lead to increased
power and speed which will give a 100m sprinter a
greater chance of winning a race/event. Steroids
can increase the performer’s chance of winning and
this can lead to greater fame and fortune e.g., prize
money/sponsorship opportunities in the future. This
may mean that the benefits of taking this PED
outweigh the costs.

Beta Blockers slow down heart rate
Slowing down the heart rate will make the
sprinter feel calmer, but this will have a negative
effect on their reaction time at the start of the
race. Not only will beta blockers not have a
positive impact on performance, but athletes are
also often asked to take drugs tests meaning
that the sprinter will have a high chance of being
caught and experiencing a ban and reputational
damage

Stimulants increase heart rate/alertness. An
increase in alertness will mean that the sprinter
reacts quicker to the gun at the start of the race.
This will ultimately give them a better chance of
winning. Many athletes may take PEDs without
getting caught. Therefore, the sprinter may as well
do this in order to level the playing field and give
themselves a chance of succeeding

Performance Enhancing Drugs - Example Answer 3
Performance Enhancing Drugs
Anabolic Steroids, Beta Blockers and Stimulants are all
Performance Enhancing Drugs. Evaluate whether a
100m sprinter may consider taking each of these PEDs.
(9 marks)

A01 = 3,   A02 = 3,   A03 = 3

One A01 mark, one A02 mark
and one A03 mark can be
awarded here. The pupil has
described anabolic steroids,
explained the impact that they
will have on a sprinter and given
an advantage of taking this PED

One A01 mark, one A02 mark
and one A03 mark can be
awarded here. The pupil has
described beta blockers,
explained the impact that they
will have on a sprinter and given
a disadvantage of taking this
PED

One A01 mark, one A02 mark
and one A03 mark can be
awarded here. The pupil has
described stimulants, explained
the impact that they will have on
a sprinter and given an
advantage of taking this PED

Marks Awarded = 9/9

An excellent answer! The question is answered in detail and gives
the right amount of attention to A01, A02 and A03

Overview


